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ABSTRACT: A new 14 peptide, originating essentially from the helix 5 of HPV 16L1,
illustrates an IC50 of 19.38 nM for the inhibition of HPV 16 L1 pentamer formation,
which is highly efficient for targeting a specific protein segment. In addition,
mechanism studies reveal that the length, sequence, and the folding of the peptide are
critical factors for its inhibition. Particularly, the peptide shows similar inhibition
against the pentamer formation of HPV 58L1, although it is designed specially for
HPV 16 L1. This study opens a way for the development of high-efficiency, broad-
spectrum inhibitors as a new class of anti-HPV agents, which could be extended to the
treatment of other virus types.
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Human papillomaviruses are known etiologic causes of
cervical cancer in women.1−4 The major capsid protein

L1 and minor capsid protein L2 are constructs of the virus
particles that are essential for the mediation of the primary
attachment of viral particles to cells5 and the extracellular
matrix,6 and are therefore required for viral infections.7−10

Current PV vaccines have shown effective protection against
infection with a limited number of phylogenetically related
HPV types, but not against more distantly related sub-
types.11−14 Being type-specific, expensive, and requiring cold
storage for transportation, these vaccines have not been widely
used in developing countries.15,16 Therefore, urgent needs exist
to develop new agents that are cost-effective and/or provide
more broad-spectrum protection. Small organic molecules,
short DNA, and/or peptides, designed to target specific
protein−protein interactions (PPIs), would be efficient
alternative agents because the protein interfaces are formed
by multiple, relatively weak noncovalent interactions.17−23

Cryoelectron microscopic analysis has shown that virion
particles consist of 72 capsomeres, and each is a pentamer of
the major capsid protein, L1.24 Large scale investigations have
monitored the formation of VLPs from pentamers, few studies
have focused on the formation of pentamers,25−27 although
which is the prerequisite for VLPs assembly. Recent efforts to
obtain a stable GST-L1 monomer provided a platform to follow
the kinetics of L1-p formation,28 however, specific binding site/
segment as an intervention target remains a great challenge.
The importance of the helix 5 (h5) near the C-terminus for L1-
p formation has been defined by monosite mutation,29 thereby

supplying a possible target for monitoring the pentamer
formation by small molecules. Therefore, it is possible to
create a synthetic peptide containing h5 of HPV L1 and several
amino acids (AAs) before or following it (Table 1) as potential
inhibitors of L1-p formation. Incubation of the pep15 with
HPV 16 GST-L1 has shown obvious inhibition of the L1-p
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Table 1. Sequences and Names of the Synthetic Peptides
Based on Helix 5 of HPV 16 L1 (462FPLGRKFLLQAG473)
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formation in vitro, opening a way for the development of a new
class of anti-HPV agents.
In addition, the pentameric crystal structure of truncated

HPV 16L130 illustrated that h5 was located inside a
hydrophobic cavity and was anchored to the central β-barrel
core of the subunit via the long side chain of R466 (Figure
S1A). In addition, F462 was located in the same hydrophobic
region including F468 and H36, where the hydrophobic residue
of L459 inserted into the curved surface and formed a
hydrophobic chain surrounded by V103. Of special note was
that the phenyl ring of F462 in h5 could π−π stack with the
imidazole side chain of H36 (Figure S1B). Furthermore, strong
hydrogen bonding was shown between D460 and H319 located
in a neighboring subunit; while another hydrogen bond was
formed between Q461 and V21 (Figure S1C). Therefore, the
sequence of 458DLDQ461 located before h5 may be more
important than those after it, in keeping the optimum folded
structure, and especially to improve its specific binding affinity
to L1. We, therefore, designed a new peptide by extending
pep15 with five AAs at the N-terminus (pep14, Table 1)
instead of at its C-terminus. The characterization of peptide was
performed by high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) and mass spectrometry (MS) (Figure S1.1).
The inhibition efficiency of pep14 against HPV 16 L1-p

formation was detected by using SEC. The GST-L1, either
incubated with peptides in advance or not, after overnight
digestion by PPase, was injected onto gel-filtration columns and
then eluted with a fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC)
procedure (Figure 1). Without pep14 pretreatment, the FPLC

elution profile showed an intense peak at ∼265 kDa, indicative
of the HPV L1-p, and a weak peak corresponding to ∼53 kDa,
which was attributed to the L1-m.28,29 After GST-L1 was
preincubated with different molar ratios of pep14 and following
digestion with PPase, the obtained FPLC elution profile
exhibited a smaller peak for L1-p and an increased L1-m peak.
These changes were illustrated more clearly by the ratio of their
integrated peak areas, Sp to Sm, as a function of the pep-14
concentrations (Figure S2). More precisely, the rate of L1-p
formation was inhibited by pep14 in a dose-dependent manner,
displaying a half concentration (IC50) of inhibition at 19.38 nM
for 1.25 nM GST-L1 (Figure 1B). Therefore, the inhibition of
L1-p formation by pep14 in vitro was proved to be twice as
effective as pep15 (IC50 = 48.09 nM) (Figure S3). Thus, the
extension of pep15 by five AAs at the N-terminus of h5 was
critically important to enhance the inhibitory efficiency.

The potency of pep14 for inhibiting the L1-p assembly in
vitro was then investigated by static light scattering (SLS). The
GST-L1 monomer could form a pentamer after adding PPase
to cleave the GST tag, and the size of the pentamer particle was
bigger than the monomer as indicated by dynamic light
scattering (DLS) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). Therefore, pentamer formation led to an increase of
the SLS intensity.28 Such a response could be further used to
monitor the interference of the L1-p assembly by pep14. In the
absence of pep14, the scattering intensity of the GST-L1
solution increased gradually with time after PPase addition for
GST cleavage (Figure 2A), suggesting that the L1 pentamer

formed easily under these conditions. However, in the presence
of pep14, the rate was markedly reduced, and the inhibition
tendency increased with the addition of more pep14. In the
presence of excess pep14 (1:50), the pentamer formation was
suppressed almost completely. In addition to excluding the
possibility that the intensity of the SLS signal increase was due
to protein aggregation, after the above SLS measurement, the
solution of GST-L1 was then tested by DLS. The result showed
a size distribution of hydrodynamic diameter at ∼9.4 nm
(Figure 2B), being essentially the L1-m.29 However, a PPase
treated GST-L1 without pep14 showed a size distribution of a
hydrodynamic diameter at ∼14.9 nm as the size of pentamer
(Figure 2C).
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) was then

performed to confirm the direct binding of pep14 and HPV 16
GST-L1 (Figure 3A). These results illustrated that pep14 could
bind tightly to GST-L1, with the protein providing energy as
the donor to the nearby acceptor, pep14-CY3. However, the
sequence checking of GST showed there were four tryptophans
involved as well (Figure S4), which might influence the
observed fluorescence data. Therefore, a FRET measurement
between pep14-CY3 and pure GST was used to assay the direct
binding between GST and pep14. The results (Figure S5A)
confirmed that the FRET indeed occurred between L1 and
pep14-CY3 and not the GST tag. Furthermore, according to
the FRET spectra (Figure 3A), the dissociation constant (Kd)
was calculated to be 0.6 ± 0.02 μM (Figure S6).31

In addition, under identical conditions, when we used the
scrambled pep14, pep14-Scr, instead of pep14, the addition of
GST-L1 induced only an emission intensity increase at 340 nm,

Figure 1. (A) Examinations of the pentamer formation of L1 by SEC.
The protein was treated with different molar ratios of pep14 to GST-
L1 as indicated. (B) The given curve illustrated the pentamer
formation under the inhibition of peptide, showing the IC50 response
to the peptide.

Figure 2. (A) Monitoring of the assembly of pentamers from GST-L1
monomers (1.25 nM) with different concentrations of peptide by
time-dependent SLS after addition of the PPase for GST cleavage. The
curves in different colors represent the molar ratios of peptide to GST-
L1 as indicated, respectively. (B) DLS profiles, showing the
hydrodynamic diameter distribution of the protein after incubating
with peptide (1:50) and PPase, and (C) that without peptide. The
concentration of GST-L1 was 1.25 nM.
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not at 570 nm (Figure S5B). Thus, the scrambled peptide could
not interact with GST-L1, and therefore, we observed no
inhibition with it on L1-p formation (Figure S7A).
Furthermore, the binding of pep14 and pep14-Scr with GST-
L1 was assayed by using UV-cloud point measurements (Figure
3B), where a slightly improved transition temperature (ΔTm)
was obtained for GST-L1 after the addition of pep14 rather
than pep14-Scr, indicating specific binding with pep14 and
consequent contribution to the thermal stability of the complex.
The GST-L1, after pep14 treatment and following overnight

PPase digestion, showed only L1 monomer in this case. Once
the mixture was further dialyzed in a large amount of buffer L
to remove the peptide and then analyzed by DLS, it showed
L1-m could form L1-p again (Figure S8A,B). Furthermore, the
solution was dialyzed in assembly buffer, and the particles were
then tested by DLS (Figure S8C,D) and TEM (Figure S9). The
particle morphology determined by TEM clearly showed the
VLPs were almost all of regular size, illustrating that after
binding with pep14, the released L1 still had the ability to form
VLPs. That is, the inhibition of pep14 on L1 pentamer
formation was reversible.
To gain insight into the inhibition mechanism of pep14

toward the L1-p formation, we undertook a structural
determination of the peptide by CD spectroscopy.32 The CD
spectrum of pep14 showed a negative band at about 207 nm,
together with a positive band at 192 nm (Figure S10A), which
is characteristic of an α-helix structure. Therefore, the correct
folding of the peptide might be essential for its binding to GST-
L1. Furthermore, the mutation and truncation of the peptide
were also used to reveal the nature of the binding. The critical
importance of 464LGR466 in helix 5 for in vitro L1-p formation29

prompted us to perform the mutation at these three sites first in
forming pep14LGR-SSS. Then each site was mutated
individually to identify its separate role (Table 1). As expected,
none of the mutations caused inhibition of L1-p formation as
tested by FPLC (Figure S10B), confirming the critical
importance of each site of the peptide in binding with protein.
The CD spectrum for pep14LGR-SSS showed a negative peak
at 200 nm (Figure S10A) as it existed mainly in a random coil.
That is, the mutation damaged the folding of the peptide
completely and lead it to lose the ability to bind to the protein,
accounting for the loss of inhibition. In contrast, albeit the
monosite mutations kept their α-helix structures, they still lost
the ability to inhibit L1-p formation. In this case, the folding of
the peptide was not important. The previous study showed that

the monosite mutations of 464LGR466 did not affect the folding
of L1 but disrupted the formation of pentamer;29 being similar
here. Therefore, both outcomes were consistent and supported
each other well.
To further screen out the critical region of pep14, two

truncated shorter peptides, pep9 and pep9′, were then designed
and synthesized. To assay the importance of the QF sequence
in inhibition, a shorter peptide, pep7, was also synthesized to
compare with pep9. The inhibitory potencies of all three
peptides on L1-p formation were measured by FPLC and
compared (Figure S11A). Of note, the inhibition efficiency of
pep9′ was less than that of pep14 but better than that of pep9,
although the AA number was the same. However, despite
differing from pep9′ by only two AAs, pep7 showed almost no
inhibition of L1-p formation. The large inhibition gap between
them indicated that the 461QF462 in peptides indeed played a
key role in the binding to the L1 protein. The 461QF462

sequence was located at the start of helix 5, where the F462
residue could π−π stack with H36 and that of Q461 could
hydrogen bond with V21 located in the neighboring subunit
(Figure S1).30 In addition, the CD spectra of pep9, pep9′, and
pep7 showed that these structures were dominated by random
coil (Figure S11B), perhaps because they were too short to fold
into a full α-helix, which might be one of the main reasons for
the loss of inhibition of L1-p formation.
The scrambled pep14 existed in a random coil and displayed

no inhibition on L1-p formation (Figure S7B), illustrating the
peptide sequence is critically important for inhibition. In
addition, albeit the monosite mutants of pep14L459S and
pep14F462S could fold into a partial α-helix (Figure S12A),
they lost part of their capacity to inhibit L1-p formation (Figure
S12B), illustrating that these two hydrophobic sites are critical
for the competitive binding to L1 monomer.
Furthermore, pep14 showed inhibition not only on HPV 16

L1-p formation but also on that of HPV 58 L1 (Figure 4A). It is

critically important since one of the great challenges of the
current prophylactic HPV vaccine is its highly type-specific
protection, that is, one subtype of VLP vaccine can prevent the
infections only by its specific target. Therefore, the present
study will serve to broaden the spectrum of peptide drugs in
future antivirus agents, as pep14 originated from 16 L1 and was
designed especially to target 16 L1. However, pep14 cannot
inhibit the L1-p formation of HPV 18 (Figure 4B), which might
be attributed to the fact that the two subtypes (HPV16/58)
possess higher conservation than that between HPV 18 and 16
(Figure S13) in the target segment. Further improvements are
needed to expand the broad-spectrum of peptide inhibitors.

Figure 3. (A) FRET assay between peptide and protein (λex = 270
nm). The pep14 was labeled by CY3 in forming pep14-CY3 first, and
then the proteins were added to obtain different molar ratios of them.
(B) The UV cloud point measurements of HPV 16 GST-L1 (1.25
nM) in mixing with pep14 (1:100) or pep14-Scr (1:100) with
temperature ramping (λ = 350 nm). ΔTm was an average value of
three repeat experiments, and each displayed plot was the
representative of three.

Figure 4. FPLC elution profiles of (A) HPV 58 L1 and (B) HPV 18
L1 before and after pretreatment by pep14. GST-L1 (1.25 nM) was
incubated with peptides at a molar ratio of 1:100 in buffer L.
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In summary, the designed peptides demonstrated compet-
itive binding with the L1 monomer and subsequently inhibited
the formation of L1 pentamer. The length, sequence, and
corrected folding of the peptide are critical factors for its
inhibition of L1 pentamer formation. In addition, the
hydrophobic residues of L459 and F462 proved to play a key
role in the peptide function. The GST-released L1 could form
L1 pentamers and VLPs readily after the peptide was removed
from the system by dialysis, illustrating clearly the reversibility
of the inhibition. Especially, pep14 targeting HPV 16 L1 could
inhibit the formation of pentamer in other subtypes such as 58
L1. These findings lay the groundwork for the development of
cost-effective, broad-spectrum peptide inhibitors to prevent
HPV L1 pentamer and/or VLPs assembly, emerging as a new
series of prophylactic and/or therapeutic agents for HPV.
Hopefully, similar protocols could be extended to the treatment
of other kinds of viruses.
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